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Abstract
The evolution of structure in  sol-gel derived mixed bridged silsesquioxane-niobium alkoxide sols and drying thin films was monitored in-situ by small angle X-ray scattering. Since sol-gel condensation of metal alkoxides proceeds much faster than that of silicon alkoxides, the incorporation of d-block metal dopants into silica typically leads to formation of densely packed nano-sized metal oxide clusters that we refer as metal oxide building blocks in a silica-based matrix. SAXS was used to study the process of niobia building block formation while drying the sol as a thin film at 40-80°C. The SAXS curves of mixed niobia-hybrid silica sols were dominated by the electron density contrast between sol particles and surrounding solvent. As the solvent evaporated and the sol particles approached each other, a correlation peak emerged. Since TEM microscopy revealed the absence of mesopores, the correlation peak was caused by  a heterogeneous system of electron-rich regions and electron poor regions. The regions were assigned to small clusters that are rich in niobium and which are dispersed in a matrix that mainly consisted of hybrid silica. The correlation peak was associated with the typical distances between the electron dense clusters, and corresponded with distances in real space of 1 to 3 nm. A relationship between the pre-hydrolysis time of the silica precursor and the size of the niobia building blocks was observed. When 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane was first hydrolyzed for 30 min before adding niobium pentaethoxide, the niobia building blocks reached a radius of 0.4 nm. Simultaneous hydrolysis of the two precursors resulted in somewhat larger average building block radii of 0.5 to 0.6 nm. This study shows that acid catalyzed sol-gel polymerization of mixed hybrid silica niobium alkoxides can be rationalized and optimized by monitoring the structural evolution using time-resolved SAXS. 
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1.	Introduction

Molecular separation with membranes is an attractive alternative for distillation since it can lead to substantial energy savings in the dehydration of biomass fuels1 and organic solvents.2-3 Hybrid organosilica membranes are very suitable for such tasks, since these materials combine the advantages of both organic and inorganic membranes, i.e.: the high fracture resistance and hydrothermal stability of organic membranes and the high flux and thermal stability of inorganic membranes.4-5 Exposure of silica to moisture at 70°C already leads to hydrolysis of Si-O-Si bonds. The presence of organic bridges in the network made the network less susceptible for hydrolysis. However, further improvement is desirable for industrial application. 
A possible approach to improve the hydrothermal and chemical stability of siloxanes and silsesquioxanes is by doping transition metals into the silicon oxide network, such as titanium,6 zirconium,7-8 niobium,9 nickel10 or cobalt.11 However, sol-gel synthesis of transition metal-doped siloxanes usually leads to the formation of dense nano-sized transition metal oxide building blocks embedded inside an amorphous silica matrix,12 as was observed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).13-14 Transition metal centers easily form cationic complexes that are surrounded by a large number of ligands (coordination number 6-8), in contrast to silicon which commonly forms neutral tetragonal complexes.15 Moreover, the metal alkoxide bonds are more labile and susceptible towards hydrolysis and condensation compared to the more covalently bonded tetragonal silicon alkoxide bonds.16 Several strategies have been applied to improve the homogeneity of mixed transition metal/silicon oxide materials, but the intermixing on atomic scale, which is crucial for sufficient membrane permeability, is still a challenge.    
Our interest is particularly focused on the atomic mixing of niobium in a hybrid silica matrix. 17O MAS NMR experiments revealed that acid-catalyzed sol-gel synthesis leads to a high degree of atomic mixing at low niobium concentrations, i.e. Nb/Si = 14/86 and 6/94.17 Even if amorphous niobia building blocks were formed, their crystallization would only occur at temperatures above 400°C,18 which is higher than the annealing temperature of 300°C of hybrid organosilica membranes.19 No limitations are thus expected with regard to matrix integrity.  Hydrated Nb2O5 forms strong Lewis and Bronsted acid sites upon annealing at 100°C at pH < 5.6 (indicator method).20 Substitution in a silica matrix was found to enhance the Lewis acidity of the Nb centers as compared to that in Nb2O5.21 Contrary to vanadium (V) oxides, which are frequently used as acid catalysts, niobium oxides are more difficult to reduce and chemically more stable.22 It is therefore a promising catalyst for application at moderate temperatures, in  e.g.: preferential CO oxidation in hydrogen-rich environments,23 esterification,24-25 dehydrogenation,26 aldol condensation27 and conversion of the biomass derivative -valerolacetone into pentanoic acid.28 The presence of acid sites was found to enhance chemisorption of CO2 on mixed SiO2-Nb2O5 and hybrid silica Nb2O5  microporous membranes and therefore strongly reduced the CO2 permeability in comparison with nonpolar gases like H2, CH4 and SF6.29-30
The final microstructure is established after a sol has been coated and dried on a support. The details of the drying processes of sol-gel films are often not well understood. In situ small X-ray scattering has been found to be a valuable method for monitoring the reorganization of meso/microstructure in drying systems, for instance in the self-assembly of mesostructured sol-gel films31 and the formation of different electron-dense/lean phases in barium titanate films from alkoxide-carboxylate systems.32 We used time-resolved SAXS to investigate the reorganization of the microstructure and the formation of different electron dense/lean phases during the drying process of thin sol-gel films of niobium pentaethoxide and 1,2-bis(triethoxysilyl)ethane.  

2.	Experimental Section 
2.1.	Synthesis of mixed niobia/BTESE sols
All precursor solutions were prepared inside a glovebox under nitrogen atmosphere. The reflux synthesis was performed under atmospheric conditions. A 0.45 mol/L 1,2-bis-triethoxysilyl-ethane (BTESE) sol was prepared by adding dropwise an acidic ethanol solution33 to a 0.9 mol/L solution of BTESE (ABCR chemicals, 97%) in dry ethanol with a hydrolysis ratio [H2O]/[(Si)-OEt] = 1 and an acid ratio [HNO3]/[(Si)-OEt] = 1/30. In a separate bottle niobium pentaethoxide (NPE, ABCR chemicals, 99.99%) was diluted in ethanol yielding a molar concentration [NPE] = 0.54 mol/L. The BTESE sols were all refluxed at T=60°C for 60 min. The NPE solution was added after either 0, 30 or 60 minutes of refluxing, and these samples are designated as p00, p30 and p60, respectively. Hence, the NPE solution was refluxed at T=60°C for 60, 30 or 0 min, respectively. The molar ratio [Nb]/[Si] was kept constant at 1/4 in this series and the overall initial ethoxide concentration was kept constant at [OEt] = 2.7 mol/L. The samples were dried as thin films using a drying setup with a rotating aluminum rotor-hear that was covered with Kapton foil as described in more detail elsewhere.32 All samples were heated using a 150 W infrared lamp. Samples p00 and p60 were dried at T = 60°C and samples p30 were dried at T = 40, 60 or 80°C, respectively.

2.2.	SAXS Experiments

The colloidal samples were placed in capillary glass tubes (Hilgenberg, Germany) of 80 mm length, 1.5 mm diameter and ~10 m wall thickness. Small-angle X-ray scattering was carried out using synchrotron radiation on the Dutch-Belgian beamline, DUBBLE BM-26B of the ESRF in Grenoble.34 The X-ray beam with an energy of 16 keV was focused on a corner of the 2D Pilatus 1M CCD-detector to maximize the covered range of scattering angles. A beam stop was applied to shield the detector from the direct beam and avoid saturation of the outgoing signal. The detector was placed at a distance of 1.5 m from the sample, which allowed us to obtain data in the range 0.20 < q < 9.00 nm-1. All scattering data were found to be independent of the scattering angle in the plane of the detector. As this indicates that the samples were isotropically dispersed, the measured intensities from all channels with the same q value were averaged. Silver behenate was used as calibration standard for the determination of the absolute scale of the scattering vector q in our experiments.35
The scattering intensity of the capillary containing a given colloidal sample was collected as a function of the scattering vector q. All curves were normalized by dividing the scattering intensity by both the time of data acquisition and the total intensity of the scattered signal. A background subtraction procedure was carried out. For sols, the scattering signal of a capillary filled with ethanol was subtracted, while for the drying sols only the scattering signal of the clean kapton foil was subtracted. The static SAXS data of sols were obtained in 5 min data collection periods and the in situ-measurements in 1 min periods.   

2.3.	TEM measurements

From sample p60, 30L sol was spin-cast (Laurell WS- 400B-6NPP-Lite spincoater) onto holey carbon TEM copper grids (CF200-Cu, Electron Microscopy Sciences) at 4000 rpm for 40 s. Then the as-prepared films were dried at 60°C for 24 hours in a furnace and used for transmission electron microscopy characterization (Philips CM300STFEG at 300 kV). Samples were investigated at low magnification to find typical areas and features of interest were examined at high magnification (GATAN 2048 2048 Ultrascan1000 CCD camera). The microscope software packages GATAN Microscopy Suite 1.8. 

3. Scattering intensity of mixed sol and condensed solid phase 
Positive interference of scattered waves originates either from electrons within the same particle (intraparticle interference) or from electrons located in different particles (interparticle correlations). The scattering intensity can therefore be divided into a form factor, P(q) and a structure factor S(q), scaled with the number density of particles, N, and the contrast in electron density between particles and their surrounding medium, (Equation 1):
 	Equation 1

In the model that is described below to model the scattering of X-rays by drying sol-gel films, the sol particles are described in terms of self-assembled small primary building blocks. A building block contains a small number of niobium and/or hybrid silicon monomers and is considered as the smallest cluster of atoms that can be discriminated from the surrounding solvent in a SAXS-pattern by a difference in electron density.  For the sake of simplicity, we assume that these building blocks (primary scatterers) are spherical with radius r0. This assumption was in agreement with the majority of scattering curves that indicated a I ~ q-4 dependence in the high q-region. Only the initial stages of the drying process revealed a deviating behavior. These building blocks can be described by a spherical form factor P(q), Equation 2:36-38
	Equation 2

These building blocks may assemble into two different spatial arrangements. Firstly, they can assemble into a branched polymer-like arrangement with scattering behavior as described in section 3.1. Secondly, a condensed phase can form that gives rise to a correlation peak in the X-ray scattering curve. In the latter case the scattering intensity can be interpreted as a liquid-like packing of building blocks as described in section 3.2. During the sol condensation and film drying process both phases may coexist. For simplicity, we assume that the two types of structures are constructed of the same type of primary scatterer, such that the total scattering intensity can be described as a linear combination of the contributions of both phases to the total scattering intensity (section 3.3). 
3.1.	Mass-fractal-like sol particles
Small spherical building blocks may arrange themselves randomly forming larger sol particles with a branched polymeric structure. Such assemblies of building blocks are well understood in terms of mass-fractal models.15, 39-40 Various acid-catalyzed silica sols, including Nb-doped silica, have been modeled successfully in terms of mass fractals.41 When monodisperse spherical building blocks of radius r0 are packed together with a packing density that can be characterized by the so-called fractal dimension D, then the number of building blocks n within an imaginary sphere of effective radius r is described by Equation 3:39-40
	Equation 3
The structure function SMF (Equation 4) of mass-fractal agglomerates was derived by Teixeira.39 The agglomerates were giving a finite size by introducing a an exponentially decaying element in the autocorrelation function (exp(-r/)/r), where the agglomerate size was characterized by the cut-off length . This approach was based on the assumption that the sol particle radius was distributed exponentially. Although DLCA-based systems generally have narrower size distributions,42-43 Equation 4 was in a good agreement with our experimental data. In addition, the expression is convenient from a practical point of view, since the Fourier transform was solved analytically.   

	Equation 4
	
Here  represents the gamma function. The radii of primary building blocks, r0 are considered to be monodisperse. The radius of gyration of the agglomerates can be calculated from D and via Equation 5:43
	Equation 5
3.2. Packing of hard spheres
While drying a sol, dispersed small sol particles eventually become supersaturated and assemble into larger randomly closed packed agglomerates that subsequently condense. In all mixed oxide sols these segregated assemblies gave a broad correlation peak in the corresponding scattering curves. The correlation peak indicates the presence of a modulated pattern of alternating electron rich and electron lean regions. The maximum of the correlation peak was associated with the typical quasi-periodic distances between alternating electron dense regions that are separated by electron lean regions, similar to what has been reported for phase separated systems such as ionomers,44 nanocomposites,12-13, 45 and microemulsions.46 The absence of higher order correlation peaks is due to the absence of long range order in the alternating regions. When the building blocks are considered as hard monodisperse spheres in randomly oriented liquid-like packing, the corresponding interference function is as described by Fournet.36 He applied the equation of state from Born and Green for hard spheres (Equation 6), in which  is a constant close to unity,36 C(q,,RS) the direct correlation function between spherical particles, and RS is the separation radius of particles. The typical distance between particles equals LS = 2RS. See Figure 1. 
	Equation 6

The parameter represents the local volume fraction of particles in the surroundings of a specific particle. It is defined as the ratio between the overall particle volume divided by the total available volume. It has a maximum value of 0.74 for close-packed hexagonal and cubic lattices. For multiple particle interactions the direct correlation function can be described by a Percus-Yevick approximation giving:44-45

	Equation 7
where	
This model was used successfully by us to model the evolution of certain species upon gelation and upon drying of sol-gel precursors of BaTiO3.25,47 Nevertheless, in the experiments discussed below, the correlation peaks were broader, indicating that we need to consider a substantial variation in separation distances. Polydispersity can be introduced into this model by applying the local monodisperse approximation,48 which assumes that particles correlate only with particles of similar size. This approach reduces amount of calculation strongly, yet it still provides a reliable relationship between peak broadening and polydispersity.48 The scattering intensity of a polydisperse correlated system, I​(q,,Ls,Ls) can thus be described by the following integral:
	Equation 8

Figure 1. Definitions of length scales in the hard sphere model. 
Herein P(q, r0) is the form factor Equation 2, S (q,,Rs(r0)) the structure function Equation 6, where the outer radius Rs(r0) is described as a function of radius r0 of the inner electron dense region. N(r0) is described as the number weighted particle size distribution. However, the probability of finding correlations scales with the square of the number of electrons within the correlation sphere. Thus, when introducing either a number weighted distribution function or a volume weigthed distribution, m2(r0) or m(r0), respectively, needs to be introduced in the integral equation, where m represents the mass of electrons within the particle radius r0.37 With a uniform particle density and the particles being spherical, m ~ r3. When introducing the weighting parameter and normalizing the intensity function for introducing the weighting factor,37 the scattering intensity of polydisperse randomly packed spheres can be described by: 
	Equation 9
The parameter p is equal to 6 or 3 for number and volume weighted distributions, respectively. In the case that p = 0, Equation 9 is reduced to Equation 8 and the distribution can be considered as an intensity weighted distribution. Pedersen considered the outer radius that is separating the particles described by either RS = C r0 or RS = R + r0, where C and r0 are considered as non-distributed constants.48 It was assumed that the variation in RS was typically much larger than the variation in r0. When we assume that r0 is monodisperse, while RS is polydisperse, the form factor can be removed from the integral. Then, the structure factor of correlated spheres with an intensity weighted polydisperse outer shell separation distance, (LS = 2RS) can be described by:
	Equation 10
Here w(Ls, Ls, Ls) is a particle size distribution of average Ls, with particle separation Ls and standard deviation Ls. The parameter p determines the weighting of distribution. We applied a Zimm-Schultz-Flory distribution,49 which gave reliable distributions to describe sol-gel derived silica particles in an earlier study.50
	Equation 11
The z-parameter determines the broadness of the distribution and the corresponding standard deviation is given by:  
	Equation 12

3.3.	Heterogeneous mixture of mass-fractal-like sol particles and solid phase with internal correlations 

When the system consists of a heterogeneous mixture of polymeric agglomerates with mass-fractal-like scattering behavior, and solid randomly packed agglomerates that are constructed from the same primary scatterers, the intensity function can be written as a linear combination of the mass-fractal function (Equation 4) and the structure function for packing of polydisperse spheres (Equation 6 and Equation 10). This approach was introduced to model the nanoscale structure evolution in drying barium titanium alkoxide carboxylate sol-gel films.32, 47 Cross interference between both phases was neglected since it is probably a heterogeneous process consisting of a condensed phase and a dispersed phase that do not interact with each other. Together with the form function (Equation 2), the scattering intensity of such mixtures can be described by:
	Equation 13
Here I0 is a scaling constant related to the scattering intensity at q  0, and  is a dimensionless parameter with a value between 0 and 1 that describes to what extent the SAXS curve can be described in terms of correlated agglomerates. This parameter is hereafter referred to as the conversion coefficient. It is the ratio of the number of segregated secondary phase particles to the total number of scattering particles.
Since the model is relatively complex we have also determined model independent parameters that will support the observed trends in the previously described model, namely the invariant Q​inv (Equation 14),\o "Rodrigues, 1992 #411"5,37-38 the integral correlation length LC (Equation 15),37-38, 51 and the correlation or Porod volume VC (Equation 16).37-38   The invariant is a measure of the overall extent of electron density fluctuations in the sample, and LC and VC are average integral length and integral volume of the electron lean and electron dense domains within the measured region, respectively.  
	Equation 14
	Equation 15
	Equation 16

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Hydrolysis and condensation of mixed sol particles
The small hybrid silica sol particles from curve a in Figure 1 could be well described by a Guinier approximation.38, 52 Niobium penta-ethoxide (NPE) is very prone towards hydrolysis and a solution with [NPE] = 0.54 mol/L, [-OR]:[H2O]:[HNO3] = 1:1:(1/30) formed a gel within a few minutes. The corresponding scattering curve is curve b in Figure 2. The scattering curve of the larger mixed niobia-hybrid silica particles in curve c could be described better as branched polymeric particles using the mass-fractal equation (Equation 4). Here a solution of NPE in ethanol ([NPE] = 0.54 mol/L) was added to a solution of prehydrolysed BTESE sol with a scattering curve as shown by curve a, while keeping the overall alkoxide group concentration constant at [-OR] = 2.7 mol/L. It is noted that these sol particles should not be considered as "true" fractals, since self-similarity over length scales in these particles was limited. Nevertheless, it is the best theory available to describe the interparticle correlations in statistically branched polymeric assemblies, and has been applied successfully to describe other systems as well.29, 53 The equation could be fitted very well to the experimental SAXS curves and is based on only four free parameters (I0, D, r0 and ), where I0 is a scaling constant that depends on the number of electron density fluctuations and the contrast in electron density. Since the self-similarity across length scales was limited, the mass-fractal region was small and not very distinctive and the accuracy of the D-parameter was limited. However, the fit enabled us to determine a reliable value for Rg (Equation 5). 


Figure 2. SAXS curves of sols. (a) BTESE sol after 1 h reflux at 60°C; (b) Niobium penta-ethoxide (NPE) gel; (c) The BTESE sol after 1 h reflux at 60°C with NPE-solution added after the 1 hour and then measured after 2 minutes. For the sake of clarity, graphs b and c were shifted upwards by multiplication and their original shape remained intact.

After 1 h at 60°C, the BTESE sol of curve “a” contained particles with an average radius of gyration Rg = 0.49 nm. In contrast to the NPE sol (curve b) instant gelation did not occur when a solution of NPE was added to the BTESE sol. The straight line at low q-values in curve “b” indicated that Rg is too large to be determined within this q-range and is larger than 10 nm. When NPE was added to prehydrolyzed BTESE the resulting SAXS curve (curve “c”) revealed the presence of larger particles in the sol with a cut-off distance  = 1.3 nm and fractal dimension D = 1.9. The fitted values of r0​ became of the order of ~0.05 nm, which is physically impossible. This indicates that in this stage, the primary building blocks cannot be well described as spheres. Probably, these building blocks have a more polymeric and/or elongated shape. The  value corresponds to a radius of gyration Rg = 2.1 nm. The presence of BTESE in the sol seems to inhibit the growth of niobium oxide building blocks and prevent their aggregation. The sols with shorter prehydrolysis times were almost identical to sample p60. 
4.2. The film drying process
The scattering intensity of a drying film of prehydrolyzed sol sample p60 as a function of drying time in air shown in Figure 3 represents a typical drying process. The SAXS curves are colored as a guide to the eye to distinguish the three basic stages of drying. In the initial stage of drying (blue curves) the shape of the SAXS patterns remained almost unchanged, except for the observed decrease of scattering intensity at high q. This decrease indicates that the smallest building blocks were disappearing. Since the region with constant slope in the log I-log q plot was small at q> 1.5 nm-1, the scattering curves are characteristic for small branched nano-sized sol particles that contain a small number of building blocks. At q<1.5 nm-1 the curve flattened. This regime was well described by a Guinier approximation for spherical particles,42-43 which indicates that these dispersed sol particles had a limited size.    
In the second stage of the drying process (green curves), ethanol that initially surrounded the sol particles had been replaced by other sol particles with similar electron densities due to solvent evaporation, resulting in diminishing  between sol particles and their surrounding environment. The decrease of caused a strong decrease of scattering intensity, especially at low q-values. We visually observed the appearance of a separate solid phase in the drying sol within this same time frame. Since the liquid film was spread evenly over the continuously rotating rotor-head of the drying set-up, the scattering profile was an average of scattering contributions from the spatially separated sol phase and the newly forming condensed solid phase. At t>20 min (red curves), most of the ethanol had evaporated and a clear correlation peak became visible in the SAXS pattern at q~4.0 nm-1. This type of correlation peak suggests a repetitive separation distance of 2/q = 1.5 nm between certain electron contrasted domains that correlate with each other within the agglomerated powder.12-13 


Figure 3. Evolution of SAXS curves during drying of thin film of sample p60 at 60°C. Colors are a guide to the eye and indicate the three stages of drying as discussed in the text.  

The model independent parameters, i.e. the invariant Qinv defined by Equation 14, the correlation length LC  (Equation 15), and the correlation or Porod volume VC (Equation 16) were calculated. See Figure 4. The regimes outside the measured q-range were approximated with a Guinier approximation I ~ exp(q2Rg2 /3) and Porod law I ~ q-4.36-38, 54 We had performed two measurements in a regime at (3 < q < 32 nm-1) [see Supplementary Information]. These measurements revealed correlation peaks that were associated with Nb-Nb distances.55 Since, this regime was dominated by atomic correlations we cannot verify the validity of Porod’s law in this regime, however we cannot expect that this regime contains substantial information of the size of these building blocks either at these length scales. Thus, in order to gain some insight concerning the evolution of heterogeneous matrix as a simplified assembly of electron dense and electron poor regions we could use Porod’s law. Moreover, in the following discussion we used the invariant Qinv, the correlation length LC and Porod volume VC as a measure of electron dense and electron lean regions. The interpretation of these parameters became more straightforward when we ignore the fact that these regions were actually build from atoms and when we assume that these regions themselves have a homogeneous electron density distribution. Therefore, we neglect the correlation peaks at q > 9 nm-1, since these correlations were associated with atomic correlations that overlap with the Porod regime of building blocks.

Figure 4. (a) The ratio of invariant Qinv and initial invariant Qinv,t=0; (b) integral correlation length LC; (c) correlation or Porod volume VC of sample p60 as a function of drying time at T = 60°C and in a set with more detail: (d) integral correlation length; (c) correlation volume in the final stage of the drying process. Colors are a guide to the eye and indicate the three stages of drying as discussed in the text. 


Qinv decreased gradually and leveled off after 20 min, after which a dry film remained (Figure 4). The trend reveals the reduction of  as a result of physical loss of solvent as discussed above. The evolution of the integral correlation length LC reveals three stages: An initial (induction) stage in which LC increased slightly; a second (transition) stage during which LC decreased with time, and a final stage in which it remained constant. The increase of LC in the first stage coincides with a decrease in scattering intensity at high q as discussed above, while the bending point at low q remained unchanged. Thus, the primary building blocks from which the sol particles were assembled increased in size, while the sol particle size itself remained constant. The phenomenon can be understood in terms of Ostwald ripening, where the smallest entities with the highest curvatures dissolve. However, it may also involve rearrangements of entities, such that the building blocks became more spherical. In either case the system will reduce its overall surface energy and the sharpest curvatures will disappear. And as the smallest features in a system disappear, the value of LC increases. The decrease in LC during the second stage coincided with the strong decrease in scattering intensity at low q. Since the sol particles approach each other, the contrast between particles and solvent diminished. Hence the distance correlation that was associated with the outer radius of these particles diminished as well. What remained is a correlation length that is associated only with the size of the building blocks that form the network. In the final stage, in which the network was consolidated, LC leveled off and remained constant. The correlation volume VC followed a similar but more pronounced trend as LC. 
The dried film consisted of alternating electron-rich and electron-lean regions. It is most probable that LC is a measure of the average size of these regions. The contrast in electron density can either be caused by a contrast between pores and matrix, or between niobium-rich and silicon-rich regions. The absence of mesopores was verified by both TEM and N2 adsorption. The N2 adsorption isotherm revealed only marginal N2 adsorption. Thus, if the material contained any pores, these were smaller than the kinetic diameter of nitrogen [see supporting information]. The  TEM measurements were performed on a spincoated layer on a holey carbon grid, see Figure 5. The dried film was optically uniform (Figure 5a), except for a few exceptionally large spots (> 5 nm), see Figure 5b. Besides the large spots, we observed many much smaller spots (1 nm), which can be associated with the presence of small electron-rich niobium centers. The sizes of these spots were close to the resolution of our TEM equipment. The amorphous region in Figure 5a contained both niobium and silicon, as shown by the EDX measurement in Figure 6a. The dark spots in Figure 5b with the highest electron densities contained a higher concentration of niobium (Figure 6c) than the surrounding lighter regions (Figure 6b). We may therefore assign the correlation peak in the SAXS curve to the presence of alternating regions that are enriched in either niobia or hybrid silica.

Figure 5. TEM image of dried film sample p60.(a) General overview; (b) Examples of anomalously large dark spots. The scale bar represents the scale in nm.

Figure 6. EDX analysis of as-dried film p60. (a) Measurement with 25 nm spot size in Figure 5a; (b) Measurement of 5 nm spot in light area of Figure 5b; (c) Measurement of 5 nm spot in dark area of Figure 5b.
To account for the observed phenomena and SAXS profiles, we propose in Figure 7a schematic representation of the structure evolution process on nanometer-scale during reaction and film drying that is consistent with the experimental data. First the BTESE sol hydrolyzed and condensed, forming small sol particles (Figure 7a) with Rg = 0.49 nm. Then NPE was added, which formed small particles and reacted with the pre-hydrolyzed BTESE (Figure 7b). Then the sol was dried as a thin film. During the first stage of drying, the slope of the SAXS curve at high q in Figure 3 became steeper. This indicates that the Porod region (where I ~ q-4) shifted effectively to lower q, showing that the size of the primary building blocks increased (Figure 7b and 6c). Probably, in this stage the smallest entities dissolved via Ostwald ripening. This explained the reduction of the overall number of electron density fluctuations, which is represented by Qinv (Figure 4) as well as it explained  increasing average sizes of electron rich and electron lean domains as represented by VC and LC. 
In the second stage of drying (green curves in Figure 3) the average distance between sol particles decreased, thereby decreasing the electron density contrast between sol particles and their surroundings. A solid phase with a correlation peak in its SAXS curve developed (Figure 7c and 6d). This process typically occurs on length scales > 1 nm, and was confirmed by the decreasing scattering intensity at low q in Figure 3. The number of correlations at these length scales reduced and therefore the average length scale as indicated by both VC and LC (Figure 4.) reduced as well. However, the still ongoing autonomous growth of the primary building blocks counteracted this effect to some extent. The maximum value of both VC and LC was reached when both effects counterbalanced. After that moment, the reduction of between sol particles and surroundings became dominant, so that both VC and LC decreased. Since VC is a volume-weighted term and LC is a length-weighted term, VC is less sensitive to the increase of primary segment radius. The precise moment when the above mentioned effects counterbalance occurred earlier in time for VC than for LC.  
Finally, the trends in Qinv, LC and VC leveled off in the third stage. After t = 24 min LC still decreased slowly (Figure 4b,d). Most likely, the capillary forces that were developed during drying caused further densification of the solid phase and reduction of the building block-to-building block distances. On the other hand, VC is sensitive to large distance fluctuations. These were slightly increasing, as shown by the increasing slope at low q-values in Figure 3 (red curves). This suggests an increasing degree of disorder in the building block-to-building block packing distance upon drying.


Figure 7. Schematic representation of proposed mechanism of condensation and aggregation of mixed niobia/hybrid silica during drying of thin film sols.
In the second stage of the drying process, we visually observed the formation of a secondary solid phase. Thus, in this stage a heterogeneous system was present in the film, in which a solid phase developed from a nanosized sol. The phase formation and separation process was accompanied by the formation of a characteristic SAXS correlation peak that represented particular distances between electron-rich domains. Both the dispersed sol phase and the newly formed solid phase had a characteristic integral correlation length LC. After a short induction period during which nucleation sites for the solid phase formed, the solid phase continued growing from the solid-liquid interface. Therefore the scattering profile was dominated by both the dispersed and the solid phases. We can define a conversion parameter, Lc that quantifies the degree of transition from the initial polymeric sol with correlation length LCP into a solid phase consisting of a correlated stack of similarly-sized building blocks with a typical correlation length LCC (Equation 17). Here LCP is defined as the correlation length before the transition stage (at the beginning of stage II)  and LCC as the correlation length after the transition (at the end of stage III). Analogously, we can define a similar conversion parameter Vc for the correlation volume (Equation 18). The two resulting conversion parameters Lc and Vc read:
	Equation 17

	Equation 18

The corresponding curves in Figure 8 follow a typical sigmoidal trend. After an induction period in which ethanol evaporated (Figure 6b), the particle solution became supersaturated in concentration, which facilitated the agglomeration process (Figure 6c). A solid phase with characteristic correlation peak in its SAXS curve grew until t ~ 20 min. There Lc and Vc were close to 1, showing that the conversion was nearly complete. The phase transformation rate can be fitted to the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov (JMAK) equation,56 which was developed to characterize crystallization processes, but has also been applied to describe the growth of silica57  and the solidification of glasses:58-60
	Equation 19

Here A is a normalization constant, k a reaction rate constant, d a parameter that is characteristic for a particular growth mechanism, and ti is an induction time that expresses the moment that conversion starts. We found similar JMAK-parameters for both conversion coefficients except for ti, which was 4.3 ± 0.4 min and 1.3 ± 0.5 min for Lc and Vc, respectively. These times are somewhat before the moment tmax at which we find the maxima in VC and LC. While ti indicates the onset of the transition process towards a condensed phase, tmax is also related to growth effects of the primary particles, as discussed above. For both conversion coefficients, d = 3 ± 0.4 which indicated that the packing of sol particles was associated with a polyhedral growth mechanism.56 This means that the sol particles became randomly packed in all three dimensions. The other parameters were k = (4.4 ± 0. 1)∙10-4 and (4.6 ± 0.1)∙10-4 min-d, and A = 0.99 ± 0.01 and 0.98 ± 0.01 for Lc and Vc, respectively.

Figure 8. The conversion of a sol towards a dried gel of sample p60 during film drying at T = 60°C, characterized by evolution of (a) correlation length LC, and (b) correlation volume VC. The drawn lines indicate the best fits to the JMAK equation. 
4.3. Modeling the film drying process
As analyzed above, the initial sol consisted of branched small particles and the corresponding SAXS curve could be described well in terms of a mass-fractal (Equation 4). Upon drying, a solid phase developed, and a correlation peak showed up in the SAXS curve, which could be assigned to niobium-rich regions inside a hybrid silica matrix. Since we have no indications that niobia building blocks have a preferential growth direction we assumed that the building blocks were approximately spherical. Since long range order was absent, liquid-like random packing of building blocks is the most plausible interpretation of the correlation peak.40 The niobia building blocks were dispersed in a hybrid silica matrix that kept them separated from each other. The nanostructure of the solid phase can thus be characterized in terms of length scales, namely the core radius (r0) of the niobium-rich building blocks (i.e. primary scatterers), and the mean building block-to-buiding block distance (Ls) from the correlation peak. The scattering intensity of the solid phase can therefore be described by Equation 7, but since the correlation peak was rather broad, we included the effect of polydispersity by the local monodisperse approximation (Equation 10). During the film drying process we assume the presence of a spatially separated mixture of a solid phase with internal structural correlations, and a polymeric sol in an ethanol matrix.
We optimized the model parameters (I0, , , D, , Ls, Ls, r0, Equation 13) by applying simplex61 iterations until the correlation coefficient, Rcorr, was 0.998 or higher. However, at t < 16 min we did not find a clear evolution of the conversion parameter, . This was due to the absence of a correlation peak at t <16 min, so that the distinction that could be made between correlated aggregates (solid phase) and polymeric sol particles was poor. In order to be able to fit the data properly, we needed a proper approximation of the extent of conversion as characterized by . As was demonstrated above, the conversion from sol into a solid was accompanied by a clear change in VC (Figure 4c). Therefore, the change of in VC expressed in terms of Vc provides a proper estimate of . When taking into account that Vc is a volume-weighted coefficient and  is a number-weighted conversion coefficient, then we can approximate by:
	Equation 20
The remaining seven parameters (I0, , D, , Ls, Ls, r0, Equation 13) were optimized by fitting to the experimental curves. The best fits matched well with the experimental SAXS curves, with correlation coefficients Rcorr of at least 0.999. See Figure 9. The modeled data only deviated from the experimental data in the initial stage of the drying process, at t = 0 – 5 min, where the scattering intensity leveled off above q ~ 4 nm-1. The data in that small time frame could not be described well using a spherical form factor. The quality of fit might be improved by an ellipsoid or cylindrical form factor, but since it would increase the complexity of our model, and was not expected to provide further insight, we did not attempt to improve these fits in the time frame between 0 and 5 min.  


Figure 9. The modeled SAXS curves at several timescales while drying sample p60 at T=60°C using Equation 13. The conversion parameter V was calculated from Equation 20. Colors are a guide to the eye.  
At t > 8 min the curves could be fitted using a spherical form function and r0 increased to ~0.4 nm (Figure 10a). The increase coincided with an increase of VC, and may be related to Ostwald ripening as discussed above. At t > 12 min, r0 leveled off. The size of the building blocks is similar to the size of the niobia core of a Nb8O10(OEt)20 complex.62 The Nb8O16 core has an radius of gyration Rg of 0.33 nm, which corresponds to a spherical cross-sectional radius of r0 = Rg (5/3)1/2 = 0.42 nm.37 In the calculation of latter value we discarded the surrounding carbon atoms and pendant oxygen atoms since these have a similar electron density as ethanol, and can therefore not be distinguished from the solvent matrix. Within the first 15 min, the radius of gyration of the polymeric units remained approximately constant at Rg=1.5nm (Figure 10b). Then Rg increased rapidly to Rg~ 8.5nm. At t> 20 min the bending point in the SAXS curve moved outside the q-range covered by our equipment, and Rg became too large to determine. Its value can be considered close to infinite as soon as all ethanol has evaporated. At t >15 min a correlation peak appeared in the SAXS curves. From this moment onwards, the local volume fraction , mean building block-to-building block distance Ls, and its standard deviation Ls of LS were determined by fitting to Equation 13, see Figure 10 c-e. At t = 17 - 22 min the extent of correlation between the electron-rich niobium building blocks clearly increased, as indicated by the increase of . The majority of building blocks formed a separate solid phase. At t = 12-19 min the building block-to-building block distance Ls clearly decreased, while the typical size r0, which was mainly determined by the size of the electron-rich Nb-based building blocks remained constant from t = 12 min. onwards. Because the solvent between the building blocks evaporated, the available volume in which building blocks could move freely became smaller as well. Therefore, the standard variation of building block-to-building block distance Ls decreased simultaneously with Ls. 
In the third and final stage of the drying process, both r0 and Ls decreased slightly. Since the solvent had already evaporated, this suggests a densification process of the as-formed solid phase. Moreover,  increased, indicating increased interference between different niobia building blocks. In other words, since the building blocks are approaching each other the probability that a correlation between building blocks is found increased in the course of time. On the other hand, Ls slowly increased, indicating an increased degree of disorder in Ls. 


Figure 10. Parameters from fitting drying sample p60 at T = 60°C using Equation 13. (a) Primary particle radius r0; (b) radius of gyration of sol particles Rg; (c) building block volume fraction in the local surroundings of a building block ; (d) intensity-averaged building block-to-building block distance Ls; (e) mean square deviation in distribution of building block-to-building block distance Ls.

4.4. Effect of prehydrolysis of silica
The time during which we hydrolyzed BTESE before adding the NPE-precursor (i.e. pre-hydrolysis time) was 60, 30 min and 0 min in samples p60, p30 and p00, respectively. The radius of gyration after 1 h of reaction time decreased to 2.2, 2.0, and 1.5 nm, respectively, as determined from fitting data to the mass-fractal equations (Equation 4 and Equation 5). The initial integral correlation length LC of the simultaneously hydrolyzed sample p00 was substantially larger compared to the pre-hydrolyzed samples p30 and p60, see Figure 11a. All samples showed the same general trend: first, an increase of LC due to the increasing size of primary building blocks, followed by a decrease since the contrast between the polymeric agglomerates and their surroundings disappeared. The difference in LC between samples p30 and p60 was marginal although the radius of gyration of p30 was substantially larger than p60. The correlation volume VC, which is dominated by the largest features in the system, revealed that the second stage, at which VC decreases, starts straightaway for sample p00. See Figure 11b. The final correlation volume was mainly determined by remaining polymeric aggregates and was found to be independent of the actual synthesis procedure.

Figure 11.(a) Integral correlation length; (b) correlation or Porod volume with varying prehydrolysis time of BTESE of samples p00, p30, p60 as a function of drying time at T = 60°C.

Figure 12. (a) Primary particle radius r0 of samples p00, p30 and p60 with different prehydrolysis times of BTESE; (b) Intensity averaged building block-to-building block distance Ls of the same samples.
In samples p00 and p30 a sharp transition in r0 is observed in Figure 12a. However, it was difficult to find a unique solution from the experimental data and the sharp transition was in disagreement with the smooth transition that we observed for LC and VC in the same period of time (Figure 11). After the second stage of drying process the values of r0 and LC of samples p30 and p60 were almost identical. This means that although the initial radius of gyration of p30 was clearly larger compared to p60, the size of and distances between niobia-rich building blocks were similar after 20 min. In sample p00 both r0 and Ls were substantially larger than in samples p30 and p60.    

4.4. The effect of drying temperature
	
Figure 13. Evolution of (a) r0 and (b) Ls at 3 drying temperatures, T=40, 60 and 80°C.

When the drying temperature was decreased from 80 °C to lower temperatures, the change of both r0 and Ls became more gradual and the induction period increased. See Figure 13. However, the trends are similar. After an induction period, r0 increased rapidly, followed by slow densification during which r0 decreased slowly. For the sake of clarity, the initial r0 values were removed from the graph, since the error margins were rather large. Within the parameter uncertainties the sizes of these building blocks were not substantially different after solvent evaporation, i.e. r0 ~ 0.4 nm. Probably, the drying temperature only has a minor influence on the size of the niobium-rich regions. Their size was probably established at the moment when the NPE precursor was added to the pre-hydrolyzed BTESE sol. The scattering intensity in that stage was dominated by the electron density contrast between both types of oxide building blocks and the solvent phase around these building blocks. The value of r0 was determined by the sizes of the niobia and hybrid silica building blocks. After evaporation of ethanol, the contrast between the electron-rich niobia and electron-poor hybrid silica became the major contribution to the overall contrast in electron density. This means that these niobia building blocks were not necessarily absent before the drying process started and their presence became more prominently visible when the solvent evaporated.   
5. Conclusions 

The drying process of sol-gel derived niobia-hybrid silica mixed oxide thin films can be divided into three different stages. The first is an induction stage during which the primary building blocks were growing while the overall sol particle remained constant in size. The shape of the sol particles could be described in terms of a mass-fractal model. During this stage the solvent concentration in the system was high. The second represents a transition during which sol particles approach each other as a result of ethanol evaporation. In the third stage, a densification process takes place in the as-dried film after solvent evaporation, which is accompanied by some small structural reconstructions.
Before the transition process started, the SAXS curve was mainly determined by the electron density contrast between sol particles and surrounding ethanol matrix. During the transition process this contribution was reduced to zero due to solvent evaporation. However, electron density contrast between small molecular niobium-rich building blocks and the surrounding hybrid silica matrix remained. This finally led to a correlation peak in the SAXS curves. The position of this peak was determined by the building block-to-building block distances between the small niobia building blocks. Building block sizes were extracted using hard sphere form functions and structural interference functions that were based on a Percus-Yevick approximation of hard spheres. When hybrid silica was hydrolyzed before adding NPE (samples p30 at three different drying temperatures and sample p60), all contained niobium-rich building blocks with a radius of ~ 0.4 nm, which is of the order of the size of an Nb8O16 core. The sample p00 for which NPE was added at the beginning of the sol preparation process gave rise to niobium-rich building blocks with a larger average radius of 0.5 – 0.6 nm. This shows that hydrolysis of the hybrid silica sol before NPE addition gives rise to smaller niobium-rich building blocks in the mixed oxide film after drying. 
The drying temperature influenced the rate at which the sol was dried. However, it had a negligible effect on the size of the niobium-rich building blocks. The size of these building blocks is thus likely established during the sol preparation process and not during drying.  
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